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GEM Discharge Protection
Streamers, discharges and protection studies:

- Probability of discharges for the typical CMS BKG
- Effects of discharges on the GEM structure
(microscopic effects)
- Long-term effects on the GEM operation
(macroscopic effect)
- Tested various options of the GEM foil protection

Effective GEM foil protection
implemented for all CMS
GEM chambers
(+ similar protection used in other
GEM experiments)

Protection resistors : limit the discharge
energy and protect the power supply

Top segmentation: HV partitions to set the
discharge energy and minimize the effect on
the GEM structure
+ in case of a short circuit, only one segment is
out of order
Typical protection scheme for large triple-GEM chambers
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Slice Test Experience
Slice test:
- First operational experience in the real CMS
environment
- First observation of discharge propagation
- Experienced VFAT3 channel loss

Channel loss

Start of a new discharge R&D
campaign to cope with
discharge propagation
(+ define new setups and protocols
to reproduce the problem in the lab)
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Channel loss:
- GEM discharges are normally confined in the GEM holes
- Discharges can propagate toward the readout board
- Possible damage of the electronics

An effective mitigation of the channel loss consists of
reducing the probabilities of discharge propagation and
of electronics damage
Electronics channel loss monitoring during the GE1/1 Slice Test
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Mitigation Strategies – Propagation P
Step 1: initial GEM discharge

𝑡~10 𝑛𝑠

Hot spot

Step 2: precursor current

Step 3: discharge propagation

𝑡~5 𝜇𝑠

𝑡~15 𝜇𝑠

Energy burst toward the electronics

Schematic view of the discharge propagation process

Propagation
probability

Energy stored on
the GEM
electrodes

Basic principle:
Regular GEM discharges can heat up the copper
rim of GEM holes and provoke the thermionic
emission of electrons in the gas (precursor
current). If the energy is sufficient, the
precursor current grows and become a
streamer (secondary discharge in the gaps)

Foil Capacitance
Voltages

+ Schottky effect

Electric fields
between the
GEMs

1st order mitigation:
- Double-segmented foils

2nd order mitigations:
- Optimized electric field
configuration
- AC-coupled readout with
drain resistor
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Mitigation Strategies – Propagation P
Acting on the GEM side

Basic principle:
- HV segments on the top: GEM
protection against regular
discharges
- HV segments on the bottom:
protection against discharge
propagation

“Single-segmented” GEM foil concept

“Double-segmented” GEM foil concept

Discharge propagation probability tested with Alpha particles
in different detector configurations:
- Small detector case (reference): propagation probability
arises above 7 kV/cm; it involves only GEM3 and the RO
board
- GE1/1 case with single-segmented GEM foils: the
propagation probability is constant around 0.7; it all GEMs
and the RO board – problematic situation
- GE1/1 case with double-segmented GEM foils: propagation
probability arises above 8 kV/cm; it only GEM3 and the RO
board à Effective mitigation
Upper limit at 4.12 kV/cm: Pdpropa< 10-4
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Mitigation Side Effect - Crosstalk
Acting on the GEM side

-

Reducing the size of the HV segments on the last GEM
increases the HF impedance to ground:
à Induces cross-talk
à All strips facing the same HV partition can suffer
crosstalk
à In case of large signal amplitudes, the corresponding
crosstalk signals can trigger the electronics

Source signal

Start of a R&D campaign to
cope with the crosstalk issue
(+ define the most suitable detector
configuration to suppress crosstalk
and discharge propagation)

Other HV
partitions are
not affected

X-talk

Trigger rate
Threshold (DAC units)

Side effect of using double-segmented design on
GEM3:

GE1/1 triple-GEM
Ar/CO2 (70/30%)
241Am
VFAT3

Detector Strip Number
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Mitigation Side Effect - Crosstalk

Ideal case without crosstalk effect

Coping with both discharge propagation and crosstalk effect:
- Using double-segmented design on GEM3 creates a strong crosstalk effect that affects the overall detector performance

Efficiency

Acting on the GEM side

1

CMS Simulation Preliminary

2026D49 | GE21

0.98

Mixed design

0.96
0.94

à Introduced the “mixed” design:
- GEM1 and GEM2 are doublesegmented to prevent the
discharge propagation
- GEM3 is single-segmented to
suppress the crosstalk

Fully double-segmented
design

0.92
0.9

Efficiency of Z to dimuon events

No Cross-talk

0.88

Cross-talk (25BX and 0.1X rate)
0.86
0.84

Cross-talk (50BX)
1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8
GEM ih partition

Fully doublesegmented design

The mixed design was tested against crosstalk and
discharges, giving excellent results in both cases:
-

The crosstalk probability is down by a factor ~30
The discharge propagation probability is following the same
trend as for the fully double-segmented design, i.e. maximum
protection
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Mitigation Strategies – Propagation P
Acting on the RO side

An additional layer of protection on the readout side:
-

The discharge propagation can be stopped at the input of the RO
strips using a drain resistor:
• the precursor current runs through the drain
• the voltage drop across the drain resistor temporarily
suppresses the induction field
• the precursor current is quenched and the discharge
propagation cannot happen
Sandwich board prototype

GEM

With drain resistors as low as 100
kΩ, the propagation probability is
reduced by a factor > 103

RO strips
VFAT3
Drain
resistor

Jeremie A. Merlin

Pp

De-coupling
capacitor

GE21 plugin card
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Mitigation Strategies – Damage P
Three main damage processes are identified:

1. Full discharge energy burns vital components à dead
channel, not responding
2. The discharge energy melts the bonding wire à disconnected
channel, low noise profile
3. The discharge current runs through the ground line and
induce a ΔV with the power line à the entire chip becomes
non functional (very rare case, only possible when using
protection diodes)

Empty= dead channels
Low sigma= disconnected
channels

Typical VFAT damage profile after a discharge

Two new options: resistors
and/or diodes

Damage
probability

Multiple self-triggered
discharges

Jeremie A. Merlin

Energy
transferred to the
chip

VFAT input protection
VFAT coupling
Foil Capacitance

Re-ignition
probability

GEM protection resistor

RD51 Collaboration Meeting
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Optimized HV filter
with improved
resistor scheme
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Mitigation Strategies – Damage P
Improved electronics protection:

- Evaluated three different protection schemes
- Best protection with external resistor of 300-400 Ω
at the input of the RO channel
- Discharge re-ignitions are stopped by increasing the
output resistor of the HV filter
- Overall damage probability is reduced by a factor 30
Three VFAT input protection options

Hardware Configuration [a.u]
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Mitigation Strategies
Additional limitation (chambers already assembled and tested)

-

GE11
System
Similar
environment
and similar
constraints

-

Re-design of the HV filter
Re-design of the VFAT3 input protection
New protocols to clean the foils before real operation
(already implemented at the level of the QC, the
cosmic test and during in the P5 commissioning phase
New operating configurations – work in progress
Also propagated to GE21 and ME0

-

GE21
System

-

Possibility to work at design level and
implement more efficient solutions

More complex
environment
with additional
constraints
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à A final prototype has been assembled with all final design
elements for a final integration validation. The confirmation of the
new GE2/1 configuration is expected by middle/end of October

-

ME0
System

AC-coupling the RO electronics and use of drain
resistors
Double-segmentation of the GEM foils

-

The baseline: same design changes introduced for
GE2/1

However, the parameters for the discharge protections
elements must be fine tuned to cope with the large BKG rate
expected in the ME0 forward region à on-going R&D (see
slide 13)
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Discharge Rate in CMS
HIP with
Edeposited > 30keV

Pd=1.24x10-9 ± 1.16x10-9
(average of the two sets of tests we performed)
Measured with Edeposited ~ 300 keV
Assuming a LHC
duty cycle = 0.33

Factor based on
the RO circuitry

Factor based on the
GEM foil design

Factor based on the optimization of
the internal electric fields

Factor based on
the electronics
protection circuit

System

Max HIP
rate
RHIPmax

Disch.
probability
Pd

Max
discharge
rate
Rdmax

Number
of disch.
per year

Transfer
propagation
probability

Induction
propagation
probability

Damage
probability

Improvement
factor
(E_field
optimization)

Number of
damaged
RO channels
per 10 year

Fraction of
damaged
RO channels
per 10 year

(Unit)

Hz/sector

-

Hz/sector

y-1/sector

-

-

-

-

(10y)-1

(10y)-1 (%)

Slice
test*

3.15x103

1.24x10-9

3.90x10-6

39

0.5

1

0.95

1

>128/128
(185/128)

>100

GE11

3.15x103

1.24x10-9

3.90x10-6

39

0.5

1

0.03

1

6/128

4.79

GE21

1.92x103

1.24x10-9

2.38x10-6

24

< 10-4

< 10-3

0.03

1

7x10-7/128

~0

ME0

2.36x105

1.24x10-9

2.93x10-4

2927

< 10-4

< 10-3

0.03

1

9x10-5/128

~0

* Obsolete design – for comparison purpose

Studies are on-going: the
improvement is not yet
quantified

Improved by the double-segmentation
Improved by the de-coupling circuit
on GEM1 and GEM2
on the plugin cards
Note on the discharge rate:
- the table only takes into account discharges caused by incoming BKG particles
- Spontaneous discharges may occur at the beginning of the detector life due to the presence of dust and
contaminants after the chamber movement/installation
- A proper ”GEM training procedure” is in place to eliminate the dust and clean the foils in safe conditions
Jeremie A. Merlin
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ME0 Problematics
Background rates in the ME0 environment:

- The total expected rate up to 150 kHz/cm2
- HIP rates up to 4 kHz/cm2
à Impose the use of robust protections against discharge
propagation (at least equivalent to the GE2/1
configuration)

Rate Capability in the ME0 environment:

- Triple-GEM technologies can reach > MHz/cm2
- Use of resistive circuits (HV filtering, discharge
protection) can reduce the rate capability to
few tens or hundreds of kHz/cm2 or less

Rate magnitude

Actual capability due to
resistive circuits
limit

104

105

Hz/cm2

–
The limit can move by tuning the
design parameters

Intrinsic capability due to
space charge effect
limit

106 – 107 Hz/cm2

Intrinsic rate capability of a triple-GEM chamber
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ME0 Problematics
Main cause of rate capability limitation:

The current collected on a HV partition induces a voltage drop across the corresponding
protection resistance à lower gain on this HV partition
Local voltage drop

Protection resistors
HV filter

HV in
HV in

Global voltage drop

The current collected on the HV partitions is
concentrated at the level of the HV filter, inducing a
global voltage drop across the filter resistance
RO board

+ the filter resistance also impacts how the power supply can manage possible short circuits
on the GEM foil

RO voltage drop
De-coupling
circuit
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The RO currents crossing the drain resistance may
cause a local gain drop and RO instabilities.
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ME0 – Local Rate Capability
Performance uniformity and rate capability:

- Collected current is proportional to the BKG rate
- Large gradient of rates over the ME0 trapezoid
à Large differences in current for the different HV
partitions
à Voltage drops across the HV segments go from
4V to 115 V
(considering the baseline GEM protection scheme – see slide 3)
Adjustment of the
resistor value

Adjustment of the
sector size

Uniform segmentation design

Jeremie A. Merlin

Optimized segmentation design

New configuration with various HV sector
sizes and protection resistors :
- Uniform voltage drop across all HV
segments of about 8V
- Uniform voltage drop = easy
compensation with the power supply
Work plan:
GEM foil design in Oct/Nov 2020
Foil delivery in Jan 2021
New baseline validation in Feb 2021
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ME0 – Global Rate Capability
Re-design the HV filter on GEM1 and GEM2:
-

Allow the GEM operation in case of multiple short
circuits on the GEM foil
Lower the total resistance to lower the global
voltage drop

Re-adjust the HV filter on GEM3:
-

Based on the GE11 design but adapted to the ME0
BKG rates

Work plan:
-

New HV filter configurations are under
investigations and expected to be completed by
the end of 2020

Reduce the value of the drain resistor:
Operating field
= 4 kV/cm2

Jeremie A. Merlin

Large range of drain resistors already investigated
Possibility to reduce the value by a factor 100 without affecting
significantly the discharge protection

Work plan:
-

Performance tests at high rate are expected to be conducted from Feb
to March 2021
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Conclusions
Several mitigation strategies were investigated:
• Double-segmentation (mixed design): reduces the loss probability by a factor >104 (without
crosstalk effect)
• AC-coupled RO with drain resistor: reduces the loss probability by a factor > 103
• Improved VFAT protection circuit + HV filtering : reduces the loss probability by a factor 3x101
Mitigations applied to GE11 and GE21 according to their respective constraints:
à A last validation is on-going for GE21, results are expected by the end of the month
(integrating all final elements)
ME0 mitigation baseline based on the GE21 scheme but the parameters must be fine tuned to
cope with highest (and not uniform) BKG rates:
à Problematics are well identified (origins of rate capability limitations)
à R&D program has started (first milestone in Feb 2021)
+ Improved procedures for cleaning and training the GEM foils before operation
+ Optimizing the E-field configuration to lower even more the discharge propagation
probability
à work is on-going with first results are expected in early 2021
Jeremie A. Merlin
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Thank you
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Cross-talks signals
X-rays

Cross-talk
signal

Source signal
Cross-talk definition:
- Parasitic signals induced on electronics channels
in the neighborhood of the particle hit
- Signal of opposite polarity with respect to the
original “good” signal
- In case of large amplitude, the mirror signal
undershoot can trigger the electronics
- Not observable with X-rays or lower energy
events
- Clearly visible with alphas particles
Jeremie A. Merlin
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Cross-talk Characteristics
Typical 241Am energy spectrum

Cross-talk
signal
Source signal : two contributions for two
different signal amplitudes
Observation with VFAT3:
- Latency scans for timing information (trigger taken from G3 bottom)
- Primary signal contributions are consistent with the energy spectrum of the source: two
structures corresponding to two kinds of amplitudes
- A additional structure is seen on strips that are not facing the source : cross-talk
contribution à arrives 10 BX after the primary signal
Jeremie A. Merlin
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Cross-talk Characteristics
Cross-talk signal

Source signal
Observation with VFAT3:
- Latency scans for timing information (trigger taken from G3 bottom)
- Primary signal contributions are consistent with the energy spectrum of the source: two
structures corresponding to two kinds of amplitudes
- Mix of primary and cross-talk signals in the position where the source is located
- Only crosstalk signals in other strips (sharing the same HV partition)
- No crosstalk in other eta partitions
Jeremie A. Merlin
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Cross-talk Characteristics
Observation with VFAT3:
- Each primary signal
structure has its own
cross-talk structure coming
after 10 BX (250 ns)
- Probability of cross-talk
seems to strongly depends
on the original signal
amplitude (expected)
- Eventually, all channels
sharing the same HV
partition are suffering
cross-talk
- But not all are
systematically activated at
the same time (peak
around 125-128 channels
but with long tail toward
few channels)
Jeremie A. Merlin
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Impact on system performance
GE1/1 triple-GEM
Ar/CO2 (70/30%)
Source: 109Cd
VFAT3

Cross-talk probability

GE1/1 and GE2/1 setups

Cross-talk probability:
- Not observable with low energy event (X-rays, MIPs)
- Dedicated setup with different types of sources and
attenuation configurations to scan deposited energy
range from few keV to few hundreds of keV
- Cross-talk rate is compared to the primary rate with
two different methods (giving consistent results)
- Cross-talk probability is found to be rising from about
10 keV (% level) and goes above 30% for 5.5 MeV
alphas
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Impact on system performance
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CMS Simulation Preliminary

2026D49 | GE21

5.27059e+06

6.3406e+06

8.10851e+06

Cross-talk

1.04793e+07

107

1.28137e+07

HIP (30keV)
1.64103e+07

2.99042e+07

108

2.20662e+07

Total

109

2678.39

6096.11

10948

104

16596.1

23589.9

32363.4

105

44516.3

106
60429.7

Cross-talk rate in CMS:
- Prediction of the total particle rate per eta
partition of a single GE2/1 chamber
- Simulation including neutron background hits has
been performed with GEANT
- Total hit rate of Highly ionizing particles (HIPs)
(mostly protons and nuclei) depositing 30 keV and
more is depicted by the red line
- The hit rate has been convoluted with the energydeposit dependent probability to create a cross
talk signal to obtain the prediction of the cross
talk signal rate
- Cross-talk rate varies from 2-3 kHz/partition in the
lowest BKG region to 60kHz/partition in the
hottest region

Total Particle Rate (Hz)

Cross-talk rate

GEANT4 based simulation model including the latest CMS
configuration (including all subdetectors upgrades)
CMSSW 11_0_0_pre13 Min Bias collisions with hit time 100ms

Courtesy of P. Verwilligen

103
140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300
Radius (cm)
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Impact on system performance
Evaluation of the cross-talk behavior with a capacitor-based
model à injected in a VFAT3 channel response model

Cross-talk dead-time

Example

Generation of reference signals

Injection of cross-talk signals

Cross-talk effect on electronics:
- Bandwidth occupancy: not a major problem since
cross-talk signal have very clear signature and can be
filtered-out at the front end level
- But channels activated by cross-talk are not ready for
other “good” events
- Cross-talk dead-time is evaluated by simulating the
injection of parasitic signals (with the characteristics
measure earlier) on top of useful signals
- At typical energy deposit of 100 keV (simulation), the
average dead time is close to 50 BX
Jeremie A. Merlin
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Courtesy of F. Licciulli
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